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Abstract. In medical applications, the same anatomical structures may
be observed in multiple modalities despite the different image character-
istics. Currently, most deep models for multimodal segmentation rely
on paired registered images. However, multimodal paired registered im-
ages are difficult to obtain in many cases. Therefore, developing a model
that can segment the target objects from different modalities with un-
paired images is significant for many clinical applications. In this work,
we propose a novel two-stream translation and segmentation unified at-
tentional generative adversarial network (UAGAN), which can perform
any-to-any image modality translation and segment the target objects
simultaneously in the case where two or more modalities are available.
The translation stream is used to capture modality-invariant features of
the target anatomical structures. In addition, to focus on segmentation-
related features, we add attentional blocks to extract valuable features
from the translation stream. Experiments on three-modality brain tumor
segmentation indicate that UAGAN outperforms the existing methods
in most cases.
Keywords: Brain Tumor Segmentation · Image Translation · Unpaired
Images · Adversarial Learning.
1 Introduction
Gliomas, the most common primary central nervous system malignancies, con-
sist of various subregions [1]. In medical practice, multimodal images can provide
different biological information mapping tumor-induced tissue change, such as
postcontrast T1-weighted (T1Gd), T2-weighted (T2), and T2 Fluid Attenuated
Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) volumes [6]. The same anatomical structures may
be observed in multiple modalities despite the different image characteristics.
Currently, most deep models for multimodal segmentation rely on paired regis-
tered images [6,7,9]. However, multimodal paired registered images are difficult
to obtain in many cases. Therefore, developing a model that can segment the
target objects from different modalities with unpaired images is significant for
many clinical applications.
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Recently, the problem of multimodal segmentation has been extensively stud-
ied. Nie et al. [7] trained a network for three modalities and fused their high-layer
features for the final segmentation. Tseng et al. [9] proposed cross-modality con-
volution layers to better leverage multimodal information. However, these meth-
ods were limited because they required paired registered images. An alternative
approach is to train different models for different modalities in a shared latent
space by extracting a common representation from different modalities. Kuga et
al. [5] trained multimodal encoder-decoder networks with a shared representa-
tion. Valindria et al. [10] extracted modality-independent features by sharing the
last layers of the encoder. However, these methods were not unified and required
more parameters because of the requirement of specific encoder-decoder archi-
tectures for each modality. To extract modality-invariant features efficiently, Xu
et al. [11] represented a multimodal distillation module. Hu et al. [3] performed
feature recalibration using SE (squeeze-and-excitation) blocks. Recently, adver-
sarial learning has been regarded as an effective way to transfer knowledge across
different image domains. Huo et al. [4] presented an end-to-end synthesis and
segmentation network with unpaired MRI and CT images. To address limited
scalability and robustness in translating among more than two domains, Choi
et al. [2] developed a scalable approach (StarGAN) that can perform image-to-
image translation for multiple domains using an unified model.
During the adversarial learning of StarGAN, the generator learns to change
the image characteristics and preserves the global features to fool the discrimina-
tor. Utilizing these global features may improve the performance of multimodal
segmentation. Thus, in this work, we take translation as an auxiliary task to
help segmentation and propose a two-stream translation and segmentation uni-
fied attentional generative adversarial network (UAGAN). In the translation
stream, the discriminator is the same as StarGAN [2], whereas the backbone of
the generator is changed to U-net [8] in order to better leverage the low-level
and high-level features. In the segmentation stream, another U-net is adopted
to share the last layers of the encoder in the translation stream. Because not
all features extracted from the translation stream are useful for segmentation,
we add attentional blocks to focus on the useful features for segmentation. Ex-
periments on three-modality brain tumor segmentation indicate that UAGAN
outperforms existing methods in most cases.
2 UAGAN for Multimodal Segmentation
Multimodal segmentation using a single model remains very challenging due to
the different image characteristics of different modalities. A key challenge is to
extract modality-invariant features. Previous multimodal segmentation methods
have required paired n-modality images. To address the limitation of requiring
paired multimodal images, we present a two-stream UAGAN. The following
subsections discuss the details of the proposed framework.
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2.1 Method Overview
Fig. 1a illustrates the training strategy of the proposed UAGAN and Fig. 1b
shows the architecture of our UAGAN with the translation and segmentation
streams. Both streams adopt the U-net architecture. Inspired by [10], we adopt
independent encoders and decoders but share the last layers of the encoders.
We denote the network of the translation stream as Gtrans and the network of
the segmentation stream as Gseg. The adversarial training strategy is similar
to StarGAN [2], which contains two phases. In the forward phase, we first ran-
domly generate the target-modality label c′, which is the one-hot encoding of the
modalities, such as FLAIR, T1Gd and T2. We expand c′ to the size of the input
image and perform depth-wise concatenation between expanded c′ and an arbi-
trary known modality image x. Given the input (x, c′), Gtrans learns to translate
x to target-modality image x′, Gtrans(x, c
′) → x′. Meanwhile, Gseg takes x as
input and outputs the segmentation map Gseg(x). In the backward phase, Gtrans
takes fake image x′ and source-modality label c as inputs and tries to recover
the source-modality image x by Gtrans(x
′, c). To preserve the tumor structure,
an auxiliary shape-consistency loss [12] was added in the backward phase, which
is the cross-entropy loss between Gseg(x
′) and their manual annotations.
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Fig. 1. Overview of UAGAN. (a) The schematic illustration of training strategy .(b)
The schematic illustration of G, where pink rectangles in decoders are attentional
blocks, orange ones in encoders are max-pooling layers and blue ones are convolution
blocks. Only lines (green for segmentation, red for translation) of the first attentional
blocks in the segmentation stream are drawn.
In order to fool the discriminator D, Gtrans learns to modify image intensity
relative to its neighbor tissues and keeps the brain structure unchanged. Utiliz-
ing these unchanged features of different modalities in Gtrans may have great
potential to improve the segmentation performance. However, directly combin-
ing features from the translation task may not be an optimal method to get
satisfactory segmentation results due to the features extracted by Gtrans which
are not related to the segmentation task.
To discard these features, we adopt attentional blocks at each upsampling
step. The attentional blocks first generate attentional maps to highlight related
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and suppress unrelated features. Then the attentional blocks fuse the lower level
feature maps from both streams with the attention maps. For more details, please
refer to Section 2.2. During inference, UAGAN conducts segmentation results
given the testing images and their modality labels.
2.2 Attentional Blocks
In the U-net architecture, the encoder captures multilevel features varying from
low-level details to high-level semantic knowledge. The decoder combines the
low-level and high-level features gradually to construct the final result. The fea-
tures extracted by Gseg are expected to be more related to the tumor. However,
in the translation stream, Gtrans is trained to fool the discriminator D. There-
fore, Unrelated information such as the contour and internal structures of the
brain may be preserved in the translation encoder. To emphasize tumor-related
features and suppress unrelated features , we propose attentional blocks at each
upsampling step in the decoders. As presented in Fig. 2a, we denote the features
extracted in encoder e of task t at i level as F ti,e, where i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} corre-
sponding to the levels of the feature maps, and t ∈ {trans, seg} corresponding
to the translation and segmentation tasks. Given the feature maps F t˜i,e extracted
from another task t˜, an attention map M t˜i is first produced as follows:
M t˜i ← σ(W
t˜
i,m ⊗ F
t˜
i,e) (1)
where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation, σ is a sigmoid function and W t˜i,m
is the convolution mask. In order to reduce the information gap between F t˜i,e
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Fig. 2. (a) The schematic illustration of attentional blocks (green for inputs from task
t, red for another task t˜, best view in color). (b) Some examples of feature heatmaps1.
and F ti,e, we apply a convolution to F
t˜
i,e with parameters W
t˜
i and then perform
element-wise multiplication ⊙ with the attention map M t˜i to focus related infor-
mation automatically. The fused outputs Oti at level i are produced as follows:
Oti ← F
t
i,e +M
t˜
i ⊙ (W
t˜
i ⊗ F
t˜
i,e) (2)
The final outputs of the attentional block are the concatenation of Oti and
the upsampled F ti+1,d extracted from the decoder d of task t.
1 Given a feature map with the size of (c, h, w), we first apply summation at c channel,
and then normalize it for visualization.
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3 Experimental Results
3.1 Materials
Experiments were carried out on multimodal multisite MRI data released in the
Brain Tumors Task of Medical Segmentation Decathlon2. We selected 300 pa-
tients randomly and divided them into three disjoint partitions to form three
independent datasets. Each dataset contained different modality images. Exper-
iments were conducted on 2D slices of each dataset separately. In each dataset,
50 patients were used for training and 50 for testing. Each patient volume was
consisted of 155 slices with the size of 240×240 and a pixel size of 1×1 mm in
the direction of axis view. To form unpaired data in each dataset, we used only
one of the modalities (T1Gd, FLAIR and T2) per patient randomly and applied
z-score normalization to the volumes individually. To exclude the irrelevant re-
gions, we neglected the slices of small brain tissues, cropped the center of slices
of 200×200, and then resized to 128×128 due to the limitation of GPU memory.
Finally, the average numbers of training and testing slices of each dataset are
5867 and 5861. To prevent overfitting, several data augmentation techniques (i.e.,
rotation, vertically flipped, horizontally flipped and scale) were applied on the
fly during training. The whole framework was implemented in PyTorch, using a
computer with the Intel i7 8700K CPU and an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU.
3.2 Training Strategy
Loss Function. To generate the indistinguishable target-modality images, the
objective functions LD to optimize the discriminator D are the same as Star-
GAN [2]. However, the objective functions LG to optimize the generator G are
significantly different because of uniting a new segmentation task:
LG = LGtrans + LGseg (3)
LGseg = λsegLseg + λshapeLshape (4)
where the translation loss LGtrans is defined in StarGAN [2] and the segmentation
loss LGseg is defined as the summation of Lseg and Lshape; Lseg and Lshape are
the cross entropy losses in the forward and backward phase; λseg and λshape
are the weights of the cross entropy losses. We set the weights (λseg , λshape) as
100 to emphasize the segmentation task. Other weights are set up the same as
StarGAN [2].
Training Parameters. In an end-to-end training manner, we updated the
weights of all networks using the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of
1e−4, and the batch size of training was 8. All networks were trained up to 100
epochs, where the learning rate was fixed in the first 60 epochs and then linearly
reduced to 1e−6. In the early phase, the synthetic images were blurry, so λshape
was set to 0 at the beginning and linearly increased to 100 at 60 epoch. In the
end, we used the model trained at the 100th epoch to perform on testing data.
2 http://medicaldecathlon.com/
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3.3 Whole Tumor Segmentation Performance
There are two types of multimodal segmentation methods, the unified and the
non-unified model. In the unified model, all modality images are processed by a
single stream, whereas in the non-unified model the processing is by the different
streams. As a baseline, we trained U-nets corresponding to each modality indi-
Table 1. Metric results of different models in multiple modalities (Best in bold).
Modality Method Dice(%) Precision(%) Sens(%) Spec(%) ASSD(mm)
T1Gd
Joint† 53.77±5.42 56.19±1.59 58.38±8.29 99.13±0.06 8.81±1.10
Multi V4 [10] 57.41±0.69 54.18±1.07 67.14±3.82 98.84±0.12 8.82±0.57
Individual [8] 57.79±0.28 56.82±3.56 65.01±4.18 98.99±0.18 8.14±0.44
UAGAN-fuse† 54.95±3.93 64.49±2.40 53.67±6.12 99.50±0.06 7.81±1.41
UAGAN-trans† 53.53±4.34 65.40±1.19 50.21±5.94 99.58±0.03 8.11±0.42
UAGAN-atten† 53.87±5.14 66.19±3.54 50.65±7.59 99.59±0.10 8.41±1.52
UAGAN† 53.61±5.50 66.11±3.02 51.14±7.66 99.57±0.08 8.46±1.09
FLAIR
Joint† 78.17±4.13 71.74±5.66 88.76±2.09 99.18±0.22 3.61±0.56
Multi V4 [10] 79.56±1.97 73.78±3.62 88.86±0.91 99.25±0.15 3.40±0.19
Individual [8] 80.22±1.15 75.17±3.45 88.40±0.67 99.31±0.16 3.14±0.23
UAGAN-fuse† 80.67±3.14 79.00±4.93 85.32±2.99 99.47±0.12 2.84±0.51
UAGAN-trans† 80.67±3.73 80.55±4.57 84.11±3.16 99.51±0.13 2.77±0.47
UAGAN-atten† 81.38±3.14 79.93±4.93 86.08±2.94 99.47±0.13 2.64±0.40
UAGAN† 81.55±2.96 81.20±4.11 84.98±1.92 99.51±0.13 2.53±0.29
T2
Joint† 73.08±2.30 69.76±6.57 81.55±1.60 99.28±0.14 4.43±0.78
Multi V4 [10] 73.07±3.19 69.15±8.51 81.40±4.08 99.28±0.14 4.51±0.97
Individual [8] 72.29±1.16 70.07±7.73 79.55±5.38 99.28±0.18 4.59±0.46
UAGAN-fuse† 75.32±2.12 78.94±4.77 77.03±0.73 99.59±0.10 3.65±0.39
UAGAN-trans† 75.98±1.61 80.13±5.98 76.51±2.15 99.60±0.10 3.59±0.44
UAGAN-atten† 75.05±3.74 79.24±4.65 76.08±2.33 99.58±0.06 3.65±0.56
UAGAN† 76.54±2.91 80.16±3.52 77.45±1.90 99.60±0.08 3.44±0.63
vidually and tested them only on the corresponding modality (Individual). To
compare with the unified model, we trained a U-net for all modalities (Joint).
To compare with the same non-unified model, we trained a multistream model
(Multi V4) [10] and changed the backbone from FCN to U-net for a fair compari-
son. Ablation studies were conducted by UAGAN, including only sharing the last
blocks of encoders without fusing features from different streams (UAGAN-fuse)
and simply adding the features of both streams without attention (UAGAN-
atten). To verify the effect of the translation stream, we also replaced the trans-
lation task with the reconstruction task and kept the attention blocks unchanged
(denoted as UAGAN-trans).
We employed five metrics to evaluate the performance of whole brain tumor
segmentation, including Dice score (Dice), Precision, Sensitivity (Sens), Speci-
ficity (Spec) and Average Symmetric Surface Distance (ASSD). Because all the
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models were trained on 2D slices, we concatenated the slices of the same patient,
and all the metrics were performed on 3D volumes. A better model will have
higher Dice, Sens, Spec, Precision and lower ASSD.
Fig. 3. Box plot of different modalities tumor segmentation: T1Gd, FLAIR, and T2.
Different models on x-axis and Dice scores on y-axis.
Experiments were conducted with three disjoint unpaired datasets, and the
results are shown in Table 1. We compared the metrics in three modalities
(T1Gd, FLAIR and T2). The symbol † denotes the unified model. The boxplot
in Fig. 3 from all test cases shows the performance of different models in terms
of Dice scores. Some visual segmentation results are shown in Fig. 4. Our meth-
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Fig. 4. Visual comparison of the whole brain tumor segmentation results. Right side
of the images: dice scores of the methods mentioned in Table 1. Best view in color.
ods outperformed the unified model and performed better than the non-unified
models except some cases in T1Gd. The results revealed that similar modalities
such as FLAIR and T2 could improve the performance of segmentation with
each other.
4 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel two-stream unified attentional generative adver-
sarial network (UAGAN) for multimodal unpaired medical image segmentation.
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Our framework is flexible, and can use on more than two modalities due to the
unified structure and has fewer parameters than the same non-unified model. To
capture the modality-invariant features beneficial to segmentation, we fuse the
features from both segmentation and translation streams. Furthermore, feature
recalibration is performed with attentional blocks to emphasize useful features.
Experiments on brain tumor segmentation indicate that our framework achieved
better performance in most cases. The more similar the modalities are, the more
significant the effect will be, such as FLAIR and T2. Our proposed framework
can alleviate the problem of paired multimodal medical image scarcity. In the
future, the framework will be applied to other biomedical image segmentation
tasks such as multimodal abdominal organ segmentation.
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